Configurational entropy modulates the mechanical stability of protein GB1.
Configurational entropy plays important roles in defining the thermodynamic stability as well as the folding/unfolding kinetics of proteins. Here we combine single-molecule atomic force microscopy and protein engineering techniques to directly examine the role of configurational entropy in the mechanical unfolding kinetics and mechanical stability of proteins. We used a small protein, GB1, as a model system and constructed four mutants that elongate loop 2 of GB1 by 2, 5, 24 and 46 flexible residues, respectively. These loop elongation mutants fold properly as determined by far-UV circular dichroism spectroscopy, suggesting that loop 2 is well tolerant of loop insertions without affecting GB1's native structure. Our single-molecule atomic force microscopy results reveal that loop elongation decreases the mechanical stability of GB1 and accelerates the mechanical unfolding kinetics. These results can be explained by the loss of configurational entropy upon closing an unstructured flexible loop using classical polymer theory, highlighting the important role of loop regions in the mechanical unfolding of proteins. This study not only demonstrates a general approach to investigating the structural deformation of the loop regions in mechanical unfolding transition state, but also provides the foundation to use configurational entropy as an effective means to modulate the mechanical stability of proteins, which is of critical importance towards engineering artificial elastomeric proteins with tailored nanomechanical properties.